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Abstract
Key-value (KV) stores based on LSM tree have become a
foundational layer in the storage stack of datacenters and
cloud services. Current approaches for achieving reliability
and availability favor reducing network traffic and send to
replicas only new KV pairs. As a result, they perform costly
compactions to reorganize data in both the primary and
backup nodes, which increases device I/O traffic and CPU
overhead, and eventually hurts overall system performance.
In this paper we describe Tebis, an efficient LSM-based KV
store that reduces I/O amplification and CPU overhead for
maintaining the replica index. We use a primary-backup
replication scheme that performs compactions only on the
primary nodes and sends pre-built indexes to backup nodes,
avoiding all compactions in backup nodes. Our approach
includes an efficient mechanism to deal with pointer transla-
tion across nodes in the pre-built region index. Our results
show that Tebis reduces pressure on backup nodes compared
to performing full compactions: Throughput is increased
by 1.1 − 1.48×, CPU efficiency is increased by 1.06 − 1.54×,
and I/O amplification is reduced by 1.13 − 1.81×, without
increasing server to server network traffic excessively (by
up to 1.09 − 1.82×).

CCSConcepts: • Information systems→Key-value stores;
B-trees; Flash memory; • Networks → Network design
principles.
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1 Introduction
Key-value (KV) stores are the heart of modern datacenter
storage stacks [2, 11, 13, 27, 30]. These systems typically
use an LSM tree [32] index structure because it achieves: 1)
fast data ingestion capability for small and variable size data
items while maintaining good read and scan performance,
and 2) low space overhead on the storage devices [14]. How-
ever, LSM-based KV stores suffer from high compaction costs
for reorganizing themulti-level index [29, 34], including both
I/O amplification and CPU overhead.

To provide reliability and availability, state-of-the-art KV
stores [11, 27] replicate KV pairs in multiple, typically two or
three [7], nodes. Current designs [11, 27, 37] perform costly
compactions to reorganize data in the primary and backup
nodes to ensure: (a) minimal network traffic by moving only
user data across nodes and (b) sequential device accesses by
performing only large I/Os. However, this approach comes at
a significant increase in read I/O traffic, CPU utilization, and
memory use at the backups. Given that all nodes function
both as primaries and backups at the same time, eventually
this approach hurts overall system performance.

In our work, we rely on two observations: 1) The increased
use of RDMA in the datacenter [19, 39] which increases
available throughput at low CPU utilization. This makes it
viable to trade network traffic for CPU and device I/O. 2) The
use of KV separation in state-of-the-art KV stores [4, 16, 28,
29, 34, 45] that reduces, depening on the KV pair sizes, the
size of the index.
Instead of storing values and keys in the LSM tree, KV

separation places values in a separate log and uses additional
metadata to point in the value log [10, 16, 26, 29, 34]. This
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technique reduces I/O amplification by up to 10x [5] by intro-
ducing small and random read I/Os, which are not as harmful
for fast storage devices. Additionally, recent work [28, 45]
significantly improves garbage collection overhead for KV
separation [10, 38].

In this work, we design and implement Tebis, an efficient
replicated LSM-based KV store. The main novelty in Tebis
is that it reduces compaction overhead at the backups by
shipping a pre-built index from the primary. This approach
reduces read I/O amplification, CPU overhead, and memory
utilization in backup nodes.
The design of Tebis addresses a main and two secondary

challenges. The main challenge is an efficient rewrite mecha-
nism of the index at the backup nodes: The index received at
the backups contains segment offsets of the device in the pri-
mary. Tebis creates mappings between aligned primary and
backup segments. Then, it uses these mappings to rewrite
device locations at the backups efficiently.

Tebis replicates the data value log, using an efficient RDMA-
based primary backup communication protocol that does not
require the involvement of the backup CPUs in communica-
tion operations [40]. In addition, to reduce CPU overhead for
client server communication, Tebis uses one-sided RDMA
write operations. The protocol of Tebis supports variable
size messages that are essential for KV stores using a single
round trip to reduce the processing overhead at the server.
We evaluate Tebis using a modified version of the Ya-

hoo Cloud Service Benchmark (YCSB) [12] that supports
variable key-value sizes for all YCSB workloads, similar to
Facebook’s [9] production workloads. Our results show that
our index shipping method spends 1.06 − 1.54× fewer CPU
cycles per operation than a baseline implementation that
performs compactions at the backups. Furthermore, it has
1.13 − 1.48× higher throughput, and reduces I/O amplifica-
tion by 1.13 − 1.81×. Overall, our technique of sending and
rewriting a pre-built index trades CPU, memory, and read
I/O amplification for increased network traffic.

2 Background
In this section we briefly discuss LSM tree index structure
and KV separation, the Kreon [18, 34] key-value store, and
the basic RDMA operations.

LSM tree: LSM tree [32] is a write-optimized data struc-
ture that organizes its data in multiple levels whose sizes
grow by a constant growth factor 𝑓 . The first level size is
in the order of hundreds of MB and stored fully in mem-
ory, whereas the rest of the levels are stored in the device.
Although the in-memory level is named memtable in some
systems [17], for simplicity, we use the LSM terminology
and refer to it as 𝐿0. There are different ways to organize
data in levels [23, 32]. In this work, we focus on leveled KV
stores that organize each level in non-overlapping ranges,
which is also the most broadly used approach.

In LSM tree [32], a grotwh factor 𝑓 = 4 results in the
minimum I/O amplification [5]. However, KV stores in pro-
duction use larger growth factors, typically 8-12 [14], which
increase overall I/O amplification but reduce the number of
levels. Fewer levels result in less space usage on the device
for high update ratios, assuming intermediate levels contain
only update and delete operations.

Current KV store designs [10, 16, 26, 29, 34] use the ability
of fast storage devices to operate at a high percentage (close
to 80% [34]) of their maximum read throughput under small
and random I/Os to reduce I/O amplification. The main tech-
niques are KV separation [4, 10, 16, 26, 29, 34] and hybrid KV
placement [28, 45]. KV separation appends keys and values
in a separate value log, instead of storing values with the
keys in the index. The index keeps metadata to the corre-
sponding value in the log. As a result, they only re-organize
keys and value pointers in the multi-level structure. This
approach, depending on the KV-pair sizes, reduces I/O am-
plification by up to 10x [5]. Hybrid KV placement [28, 45] is
a technique that extends KV separation and reduces garbage
collection overhead, especially for medium (≥ 100 B) and
large (≥ 1000 B) KV pairs [9]. Hybrid KV placement also
places large KV pairs in a separte log, small KV pairs in place
within each LSM tree level, and medium KV pairs in seperate
value logs until the last, one or two, level(s) where it reclaims
the medium value log.

Kreon: Tebis uses Kreon [18, 34] to manage data within
each server. Kreon is a persistent LSM-based KV store de-
signed for fast storage devices (NVMe SSDs). Kreon increases
CPU efficiency and reduces I/O amplification using (a) KV
separation and (b) Memory-mapped I/O for its I/O cache and
direct I/O for writing data to the device. A multilevel LSM
structure is used to organize its index. The first level 𝐿0 re-
sides in memory, whereas the rest of the levels are on the
device. Kreon organizes each level internally as a B+ tree.
Leaves contain <key_prefix, value_location> pairs. All level
indexes and the value log are represented as a list of fixed-
size segments on the device (currently 2 MB).
Kreon uses two different I/O paths: (a) It uses memory-

mapped I/O to manage its I/O cache and access the storage
devices during read and scan operations. (b) It uses direct I/O
to read and write the levels during compactions and avoid
polluting the I/O cache. We modify Kreon to use explicit I/O
system calls, that bypass the buffer cache, for writing its KV
log to further reduce CPU overhead for consecutive write
page faults.

Remote Direct Memory Access: RDMA supports two-
sided send/receive operations and one-sided read/write op-
erations [3]. In send and receive, both the sender and the
receiver actively participate in the communication, consum-
ing CPU cycles. Read and write operations allow one peer to
directly read or write the memory of a remote peer without
involving the remote CPU, consuming CPU cycles only in
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Figure 1. Tebis overview.

the originating node. In Tebis, we use one-sided RDMA write
operations.

3 Design
3.1 Overview
Tebis partitions the key-value space into non-overlapping key
ranges, named regions. Tebis assigns each region to multiple
servers with either the primary or backup role. Each region
stores and organizes data in an LSM tree with KV separation.
Tebis consists of three main entities (Figure 1):

1. Tebis Region servers, which host the regions with either
a primary or backup role.

2. Themaster which orchestrates the recovery process in
case of failures and performs load balancing operations.
The master reads the region map during initialization
and issues open region commands to each region server
in the Tebis cluster, assigning a primary or a backup
role.

3. Zookeeper [22] stores information about the metadata
of each region. Zookeeper is not in the common path of
client operations in Tebis since changes in regions are
triggered either bymembership changes due to failures
or load balancing operations. Furthermore, the master
of Tebis uses the membership service of Zookeeper to
detect changes in server status (join or fail) and trig-
ger appropriate action. Tebis can make use of similar
systems [1, 35, 43] that provide strongly consistent
metadata replication and notifications services.

During initialization, clients read and cache the region
map, without consuming significant memory and CPU over-
head. The region map size is small and in the order of hun-
dreds of KB. Changes to the region map incur only after a
failure or load balancing operation. Prior to each KV oper-
ation, clients look up their local copy of the region map to
determine the primary region server where they should send
their request. When a client issues a KV operation to a region
server that is not currently responsible for the correspond-
ing range due to a system reconfiguration, the region server
instructs the client to update its region map.

Tebis implements a primary-backup protocol over RDMA
[8, 40]. Next, we discuss how Tebis replicates its log (Sec-
tion 3.2) and index (Section 3.3).

3.2 Primary-Backup Value Log Replication
Tebis replicates its log without involving the CPU of backups.
When it receives updates and inserts from clients, the pri-
mary replicates each operation to its set of backup servers in
three steps (Figure 2). It inserts the KV pair in Kreon which
returns the offset of the KV pair in the value log tail segment.
Then, it appends (via an RDMA write operation) the KV pair
to the RDMA buffer of each backup at the corresponding
offset (step 1 in Figure 2).Tebis waits for an acknowledgment
that all RDMA write operations have been replicated in the
memory of backup nodes. To detect that the RDMA write
operations are complete and the data are written in the re-
mote memory of the backups, Tebis uses the work completion
events of reliable queue pairs [3]. The CPU of the backup
server is not involved in any of these steps. When a client
receives an acknowledgment it means that its operation has
been replicated in the replica set.
On the other hand, persisting the tail segment involves

the CPU of both the primary and backups. When the tail
segment of the log in the primary becomes full, the primary
flushes the segment to persistent storage (step 2a in Figure 2)
and sends a flush tail message to each backup to persist their
RDMA buffer (step 2b in Figure 2). Upon receiving a flush
request, Backups write the corresponding RDMA buffer to
persistent storage (step 2c in Figure 2). Finally, they send an
acknowledgment to the primary (step 3 in Figure 2).
Each backup region maintains a log map with entries

<primary segment number, backup segment number>, spec-
ifying the location of each segment on the storage device in
the primary and the backup. Backups use these to rewrite
the primary pointers in the Send-Index method, as described
in Section 3.3. The log map has a small memory footprint in
the order of MB. Each entry in the map is 16 B and a value
log of 1 TB with a segment size of 2 MB requires a log map
of 8 MB.
For this purpose, the primary piggybacks flush message

with the tail segment number in its storage device. Backup
servers, after persisting their value log tail segment, use
this information to create the corresponding entry in their
log map (step 2d in Figure 2). Note that the log map in the
backups is valid until a primary changes due to a failure
or load balance operation. In these cases, Tebis promotes a
backup as the new primary and the rest of the backups need
to update their log map. This procedure is also an in-memory
operation without requiring I/O. The new primary sends its
log map to the rest of the backups. The backups iterate over
the map and replace the segment numbers of the previous
with the segment numbers of the new primary.

3.3 Index Shipping and Rewrite at the Backup
Tebis avoids the full compaction process at the backup re-
gions to save device read I/O throughput, CPU, and memory.
Instead, after each compaction the primary ships a new index
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the storage devices.

to the backups. The main challenge in Tebis is to rewrite the
index at the backups to contain valid device addresses since
servers do not share a global storage name space [2, 6, 21].

In the Send-Index method, when 𝐿𝑖 becomes full, the pri-
mary region executes the heavy, in terms of CPU and device
I/O, compaction process of 𝐿𝑖 and 𝐿𝑖+1. Then, the primary
sends the resulting index 𝐿′𝑖+1 to the backup regions. This
method reduces in each backup (a) device read I/O traffic
from reading 𝐿𝑖 and 𝐿𝑖+1, (b) CPU since it avoids in-memory
sorting, and (c) memory for 𝐿0. Backup regions do not need
to keep an in-memory 𝐿0. 𝐿0 is used to amortize I/O cost
during compaction with 𝐿1 by keeping KV pairs sorted in-
memory. For 𝐿0 to 𝐿1 compactions, backup regions do not
need to read 𝐿0 and 𝐿1. Instead, they receive and rewrite the
primary 𝐿′1 index. Omitting 𝐿0 in backup regions results in
reducing the memory budget for 𝐿0 by 2× for one replica per
region or by 3× for two replicas.
A consequence of the Send-Index method is that it in-

creases network traffic. Essentially, Send-Index sends over

the network the reorganized indexes. This increased traffic
uses network throughput instead of device read I/O. In addi-
tion, the CPU required for RDMA communication is reduced
compared to the CPU required for merge-sort and read I/O.

In Tebis, the main device structures are the value log and
the B+ tree indexes of the levels. Tebis stores both the value
log and the B+ tree indexes as a list of fixed segments. Similar
to log segments, each segment is 2 MB and its starting device
offset is segment aligned. During rewriting, Tebis replaces
the high order bits of the primary segment with the new
segment number in the backup device.

The index of a region (Figure 3) consists of leaf and index
nodes. For each KV pair, leaf nodes (bottom in Figure 3)
contain a key prefix, which reduces I/O operations to the
value log [34], and a device offset which points to the device
location of the KV pair in the value log. Index nodes store
variable size pivot keys and pointers to device locations of
their successor, index or leaf, nodes. Backups need to rewrite
the device offset of KV pairs in leaf nodes and index nodes
(dashed arrows in Figure 3).

Backups keep track of two mappings for segments: the log
map and the index map. The log map is updated during flush
operation of the log (Section 3.2). The index map is updated
dynamically during the Send-Index method and it is valid
only during compaction from 𝐿𝑖 to 𝐿𝑖+1. During compaction,
the primary builds its index bottom-up and left to right. As
a result, the primary can send the new index incrementally
as it is being build, segment by segment.
After producing an index segment for 𝐿′𝑖+1, the primary

sends it to its backups. The backup region allocates a new
local segment and adds a new entry to its index map. Then, it
parses and rewrites the index segment by modifying device
offsets for all pivot (index nodes) and KV pairs (leaf nodes).
For each source device offset it replaces the high order bits
with the local segment from the segment map.

Finally, on compaction completion, the primary sends the
offset of the root node in 𝐿′𝑖+1, which is the entry point of
the index, to each backup. Then, each backup translates to
the root offset of its storage space using its index map.

It is important to note that the index shipping and rewrit-
ing technique can be applied to KV stores that perform
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full compactions such as RocksDB [17] or use KV separa-
tion [16, 28, 29, 45]. In these systems SSTsmay contain device
offsets of the primary to its value log or an internal SST index
which need rewriting similar to Tebis.

3.4 RDMAWrite-based Communication Protocol
The main design points that Tebis addresses are the man-
agement of RDMA buffers without synchronization at the
server and support for variable size messages.

3.4.1 RDMA Buffer Management. Tebis performs client-
server communication via one-sided RDMA write opera-
tions [25] to avoid network interrupts and reduce the CPU
overhead in the server [24, 25]. After connection establish-
ment, the server and the client allocate a pair of buffers with
configurable size (currently 256 KB). The region server frees
these buffers when a client disconnects or fails. A thread
monitors inactive queue pairs and checks if the queue pair
is still in valid state. Currently, this thread spins on RDMA
buffer but could also use a sleep-wakeup approach.
Clients manage both request and reply buffers to avoid

synchronization among workers in the server. Clients al-
locate a pair of messages for each KV operation; one for
their request and one for the server reply (step 1 in Figure 4).
Each request header includes the buffer offset where the
region server can write its reply. Workers complete requests
asynchronously and respond to the client out of order.
For put requests, the reply is of fixed size, so the client

allocates the exact amount of memory needed prior to the
operation. On the other hand, for get and scan requests, the
reply size is variable and unknown a priori to the client. If
the value size is larger than the buffer size of the reply, the
region server sends part of the reply and informs the client to
increase its allocation size for reply buffers to avoid similar
cases in subsequent requests. Then, it retrieves the rest of
the value from an offset provided by the server. As a result,
the penalty, in this case, is a round trip with a small impact
on overall latency.

Receive Buffer

Spinning
Thread

1. Detect header

2. Detect end of payload

Worker Queue

3. Enqueue  
Task

Worker

4. Dequeue & Process Task

5. Reply to Client

Figure 5. Message detection and task processing pipeline in
Tebis. For simplicity, we only draw one circular buffer and a
single worker.

Scaling the RDMA protocol of Tebis to large numbers of
clients requires using more memory for RDMA buffers and
polling for newmessages in more rendezvous points. To limit
the required memory for RDMA buffers, Tebis could divide
this memory elastically between more and less active clients.
Also, other approaches such as LITE [41] could be appro-
priate for persistent LSM KV stores since the 90-percentile
tail latency of LSM KV stores is in the order of hundreds
of `s. Polling a large number of rendezvous points can be
mitigated by adjusting the number spinning threads in Tebis
and distinguishing hot from cold clients to reduce the polling
frequency. We leave these as extensions for future work.

3.4.2 Variable Size Messages and Task Scheduling.
The main design challenge with variable size messages is
how to detect their arrival at the region server without using
network interrupts.
All messages in Tebis consist of a message header of size

128 B and a variable size payload. To support variable size
payloads, Tebis pads the payload to a multiple of the message
header size. To detect incoming messages each region server
uses a spinning thread, as shown in Figure 5. The spinning
thread polls a fixed memory location in each RDMA buffer
it shares with a client. The spinning thread detects a new
message by checking for a rendezvous magic number at
the last four bytes of the current message header. Then, it
reads the payload size from the message header to determine
the end of the variable size message and the next header. A
second rendezvous point is used at the end of the payload to
check that the whole message has arrived. Upon receiving
a message, the spinning thread creates a new client request
for one of its workers, zeroes of the message in the RDMA
buffer, and advances its rendezvous point to the next message
header. The fact that all messages are multiple of message
header size has the benefit that the spinning thread does not
have to zero the whole message memory area. Instead, it
only zeroes the possible locations of message header size in
the area where future message headers may arrive.

When clients reach the end of the RDMA buffer, the client
informs the server spinning thread to reset the rendezvous
points at the start of the buffer. There are two possible cases:
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(a) When the last message received reaches the end of the
buffer, the spinning thread sets automatically the rendezvous
point without any communication with the client. (b) When
the remaining space in the circular buffer is not enough
for the current message, the client sends a NOOP request
message to the serverwith a size equal to the remaining space
in the buffer. The spinning thread detects it and assigns it to
a worker. The worker then sends a NOOP reply. When the
clients detect the NOOP reply, it proceeds as in case a.

Tebis uses a configurable number of workers. Each worker
has a private task queue where the spinning thread places
new tasks (Figure 5). Workers poll their queue to retrieve a
new request and sleep if the spinning thread does not assign
a new task within a period (currently 100 `𝑠). To limit the
number of wake-up operations, the spinning thread assigns
a new task to the same worker as long as its task queue has
fewer pending tasks than a threshold (currently set to 64).
Then, the spinning thread selects the next running worker
with fewer than threshold tasks. If none exists, it proceeds
to wake-up a sleeping worker.

3.5 Failure Detection and Recovery
Tebis uses the ephemeral nodes mechanism of Zookeeper
to detect failures. Zookeeper automatically deletes an ephe-
meral node when the node stops responding to heartbeats.
Every region server creates and registers an ephemeral node
with its hostname during initialization.

Tebis has to handle three distinct failure cases: 1) backup
failure, 2) primary failure, and 3) master failure. Since each
region server is part of multiple region groups, a single node
failure results in numerous primary and backup failures,
which the master handles concurrently.

In case of a backup failure, themaster replaces the crashed
region server with a new node that is not already part of the
region. In this case, the new node has backup role and the
master instructs the rest of the region servers in the group to
transfer their region data to the new backup. The region expe-
riencing the backup failure will remain available throughout
the whole process since its primary is unaffected.

In case of a primary failure, the master first promotes one
of the existing backups in the region group to the primary
role and updates the region map. The new primary already
has a complete KV log and an index for levels 𝐿𝑖 , where
𝑖 ≥ 1. The new primary region server replays the last few
segments of its value log to construct 𝐿0 in its memory before
starting to serve client requests. The 𝐿0 size that Tebis has to
replay is in the order of tens or hundreds of MB. When the
new primary region server is ready, the master handles this
failure as a backup failure. During primary reconstruction,
Tebis cannot serve client requests for the affected region.
When the master fails, Zookeeper notifies the rest of the

region servers through the ephemeral node mechanism. Then,

the region servers use Zookeeper to elect a new master. Dur-
ing downtime, Tebis can serve requests from existing pri-
maries but will not handle any additional failure. If a pri-
mary or backup region fails, the respective region become
unavailable until a new master is elected and it handle the
primary or backup failure as before.

4 Evaluation Methodology
Our experimental setup consists of three identical servers
equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 running at
2.4 GHz, with 16 physical cores for a total of 32 hyper-threads
and with 256 GB of DDR4 DRAM. All servers run CentOS 7.3
with Linux kernel 4.4.159. Each server has a 1.5 TB Samsung
PM173X NVMe SSD and a 56 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX 3
Pro RDMA network card. To ensure our experiments exhibit
significant I/O activity, we use cgroups to limit the buffer
cache used by memory-mapped I/O to 25% of the dataset size
in all cases as shown in Table 2.

In our experiments, we run the YCSB benchmark [12] and
its workloads Load A and Run A to Run D. Table 1 sum-
marizes the operations run during each workload. We run
Tebis with 32 regions equally distributed across all servers.
Furthermore, each server has two spinning threads and eight
worker threads in all experiments. Servers use the remaining
cores to perform compactions.
In all experiments, we use two separate servers to run

the clients. In each server, we run four client processes with
four threads per process. To generate enough outstanding
requests for each server, each client process uses four queue
pairs per serverwhich are shared among each client’s threads.
Clients send requests asynchronously to all 32 regions as
long as there is space in the RDMA buffers of the channel to
each server, therefore, the outstanding number of requests
is limited by RDMA buffer size. Each client generates the
same number of operations. The total number of operations
is 100 million requests for Load A and 50 million operations
for each of the Run A – Run D phases in YCSB.

Similar to other KV stores that use KV separation [10, 29]
Kreon uses garbage collection to reclaim free space from
the value log. It moves valid values from the head of the
log to the tail and trims space. In Tebis, the primary informs
backups for this operation and they only perform the trim.
In all our experiments the log is not garbage collected in
the primary (both Build-Index and Send-Index) because we
wanted to focus on compaction.

In our evaluation, we also vary the KV pair sizes according
to the KV sizes proposed by Facebook [9], as shown in Table 2.
We first evaluate the following workloads where all KV pairs
have the same size: either Small (S), Medium (M), or Large
(L). For this purpose, we use a C++ version of YCSB [36] and
we modify it to produce different values according to the KV
pair size distribution we study.
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Workload
Load A 100% inserts
Run A 50% reads, 50% updates
Run B 95% reads, 5% updates
Run C 100% reads
Run D 95% reads, 5% inserts

Table 1. Operation mix for YCSB. Workloads use Zipfian
distribution and Run D uses the latest distribution.

KV Size Mix Dataset Cache per
S%-M%-L% #KV Pairs Size (GB) Server (GB)

S 100-0-0 100M 3.0 0.38
M 0-100-0 100M 11.4 1.4
L 0-0-100 100M 95.2 11.9
SD 60-20-20 100M 23.2 2.8
MD 20-60-20 100M 26.5 3.3
LD 20-20-60 100M 60.0 7.5

Table 2. KV size distributions we use for our YCSB evalua-
tion. Small KV pairs are 33 B, medium KV pairs are 123 B,
and large KV pairs are 1023 B. We report the record count,
dataset size, and cache size per server used with each KV
size distribution.

In addition, we evaluate workloads that use mixes of small,
medium, and large KV pairs. We use a small-dominated (SD)
KV size distribution as proposed by Facebook [9], as well
as a medium dominated (MD) and a large dominated (LD)
workload. We summarize these KV distributions in Table 2.

We examine the throughput (ops/s), efficiency (cycles/op),
I/O amplification, and network amplification of Tebis for the
following three setups: (1) without replication (No Replica-
tion), (2) with replication, using our mechanism for sending
the index to the backups (Send-Index), and (3) with replica-
tion, where the backups perform compactions to build their
index (Build-Index), which serves as a baseline. In all three
configurations we use an 𝐿0 size that stores 96K KV pairs. We
note that Build-Index uses one 𝐿0 for each replica, whereas
Send-Index uses a single 𝐿0 for the primary replica only.
Thus, Send-Index is more memory-efficient than Build-Index

We measure efficiency in cycles/op and define it as:

efficiency =
CPU_utilization

100 × 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑠
×cores

average_ops
𝑠

𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑜𝑝,
(1)

where CPU_utilization is the average of CPU utilization
among all processors, excluding idle and I/O wait time, as
given by mpstat. As 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠/𝑠 we use the per-core clock fre-
quency. Finally, average_ops/𝑠 is the throughput reported by
YCSB, and 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 is the number of system cores, including
hyperthreads.

I/O amplification measures the excess device traffic gener-
ated due to compactions (for primary and backup regions)
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Figure 6. Performance and efficiency of Tebis for workloads
Load A, Run A – Run D with the SD KV size distribution.

by Tebis, and we define it as:

IO_amplification =
device_traffic
dataset_size

,

where device_traffic is the total number of bytes read from
or written to the storage device and dataset_size is the total
size of all key-value requests issued during the experiment.

We measure network amplification as traffic to all servers
over application data written and read by the clients.

network_amplification =
network_traffic
dataset_size

,

where network_traffic is the total number of bytes sent and
received by the server(s). Note that application data do not in-
clude network overhead (headers, acknowledgements), there-
fore, network traffic is always higher than application data. In
addition, our RDMA client-server protocol uses a minimum
payload of 256 B to reduce CPU use for detecting variable
size messages in the servers, since for small messages the
bottleneck is the packet rate in the NICs. This minimum
payload is reflected in client-server network traffic for all
experiments, including the No-Replication configuration.

5 Experimental Evaluation
Our goal is to answer the following questions:

1. How does our backup index shipping method (Send-
Index) compare to performing compactions in backup
regions (Build-Index) to construct the index?

2. Where does Tebis spend its CPU cycles? How many
cycles does Send-Index save compared to Build-Index
for index maintenance?

3. How does Send-Index improve performance and effi-
ciency in small-dominated workloads?

4. What are the gains in throughput, efficiency, and I/O
amplification for three-way replication?
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Figure 7. Throughput, efficiency, I/O amplification, and network amplification for the different key-value size distributions
during the (a) YCSB Load A and (b) Run A workloads.

5. Does using a smaller 𝐿0 in Build-Index, to counterbal-
ance the 𝐿0 memory budget compared to Send-Index,
has an impact on performance, efficiency, and I/O am-
plification?

5.1 Tebis Performance and Efficiency
In Figure 6, we evaluate Tebis for two-way replication using
YCSB workloads Load A and Run A to Run D for the SD KV
distribution [9]. Since replication does not have impact on
read-dominated workloads, the performance in workloads
Run B to Run D is similar for all three configurations. We
focus the rest of our evaluation on the insert and update
heavy workloads Load A and Run A, respectively.

We run Load A and Run A for all six KV distributions with
a growth factor of 4, which minimizes I/O amplification [5].
Figure 7 shows that compared to Build-Index and for all
KV size distributions, Send-Index increases throughput by

1.1 − 1.41×, CPU efficiency by 1.06 − 1.36×, and reduces I/O
amplification by 1.13 − 1.45×. This happens because Send-
Index 1) eliminates reads for 𝐿𝑖 and 𝐿𝑖+1 levels and 2) replaces
in-memory sorting with index rewriting in backup regions.
However, this trade-off favors Tebis since it uses available
network throughput to reduce device I/O traffic and CPU
usage.

We also measure the tail latency for YCSB workloads Load
A and Run A using SD (Figure 8). Compared to Build-Index,
Send-Index improves the 50, 70, 90, 99, 99.9, and 99.99% tail
latency between 1.05 − 1.77× for insert, 1.1 − 1.9× for read,
and 1.02 − 1.65× for update. The reduction we observe in
tail latency is due to the more efficient compactions in the
backup regions. Send-Index releases device, CPU, and mem-
ory resources which the system uses for its primary regions
and reduces stalls in 𝐿0 where requests wait for compaction
to finish.
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Figure 8. Tail latency for Load A and Run A using SD.

5.2 Overhead Breakdown
To identify the percentage of time spent by each server thread
in different parts of Tebis, we profile the system with perf
and call graph tracking enabled for Load A. We use the call
graph profiles generated for Send-Index and Build-Index
to produce the corresponding flamegraphs and extract the
percentage of time spent in each system component. We
convert this utilization to CPU cycles using Equation 1. We
break execution time into the following components:

Insert in 𝐿0: Cost for inserting KV pairs in the 𝐿0 B+ tree
index of Kreon, when there is space in 𝐿0. This stage
also includes write I/O operations to persist the value
log on the device.

KV log replication: Cost for replicating KV pairs in the
value log of backups.

Compaction: Cost for compacting all primary and backup
regions. This stage includes read and write I/O opera-
tions as well as in-memory sorting.

Send index: Cost of sending the index from the primary
region to all backups. Note that this cost is zero in the
case of Build-Index.

Rewrite index: Cost to traverse and rewrite the index in
all backups. Note that this cost is zero in the case of
Build-Index.

Other: The rest of the cost in Tebis such as polling and
scheduling for incoming requests.

Table 3 summarizes our results. Compared to Build-Index,
Send-Index requires 23.1% fewer CPU cycles per operation,
overall. To replicate the 𝐿0 B+ tree index, Send-Index requires
45.7% fewer CPU cycles. Also, Send-Index does not build in
memory an 𝐿0 index for its backup regions, which results in
2× fewer 𝐿0 indexes than Build-Index. Compactions in Send-
Index include also the send index to replicas and rewrite
index stages. Overall, the total cost of compaction in Send-
Index requires 41.6% less CPU cycles. This reduction is due
to 1) less CPU for read I/O from the device and 2) replacing
in-memory sorting with index rewrite.

cycles/op in Load A, SD, 100 M KV pairs
Build-index Send-index Reduction

Insert in 𝐿0 5031 2730 45.7%
KV log replication 1170 1140 2.5%
Compaction 9640 2505

41.6%Send index 0 1770
Rewrite index 0 1350
Server to client reply 740 740 0%
Other 22419 19765 11.1%
Total 39000 30000 23.1 %
Table 3. Breakdown of the cycles spent by all server threads
in each component of Tebis for Send-Index and Build-Index.

5.3 Impact on Small KV Pairs
In this experiment, we investigate the improvement of Send-
Index specifically for small KV pairs. We use a growth factor
of 4 andwe keep one replica per region (two-way replication).
We examine four workloads where we vary the percentage
of small KV pairs to 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%. We equally
divide the remaining percentage between medium and large
KV pairs in all four cases.

Figure 9 shows that compared to Build-Index, Send-Index
increases throughput by 1.13 − 1.38×, increases CPU effi-
ciency by 1.13 − 1.39×, and reduces I/O amplification by
1.23 − 1.5× across Load A and Run A. We see that the Send-
Index benefits increase as small KV pairs increase. KV sep-
aration technique benefits in I/O amplification decrease as
the percentage of small KV pairs increases since metadata in
the LSM index are comparable in size with the KV pairs in
the value log. As a result, I/O amplification from compaction
increases which consumes device throughput. The Send-
Index method benefits overall system performance because
it offloads read I/O traffic from the device to the network.

5.4 Three-way Replication
We run Load A and Run A for all six KV distributions with a
growth factor of 4. In this experiment, we keep two replicas
per region, in addition to the primary copy. We set the 𝐿0
size to 96K keys for the No-Replication, Build-Index, and
Send-Index configurations.

Figure 10 shows that for Load A, compared to Build-Index,
Send-Index improves throughput by 1.1 − 1.48×, increases
CPU efficiency by 1.16 − 1.54×, and decreases I/O amplifica-
tion by 1.23 − 1.81×. Compared to two-way replication we
see that the gains increase for throughput from 1.1 − 1.38×
to 1.1−1.48×, for efficiency from 1.06−1.36× to 1.16−1.54×,
and for I/O amplification from 1.13 − 1.45× to 1.09 − 1.82×.
Compared to two-way replication, in three-way replication
we observe this relative increase in throughput, efficiency,
and I/O amplification because we have more compactions
that compete for device I/O throughput.
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Figure 9. Throughput, efficiency, I/O amplification, and network amplification for increasing percentages of small KVs for (a)
YCSB Load A and (b) Run A.

5.5 𝐿0 Memory Usage
It is important to note that compared to Send-Index, Build-
Index uses 2× more memory for 𝐿0 when keeping two repli-
cas and 3× more memory for three replicas. A server may
host hundreds of regions, especially with increasing device
capacities, for concurrency and load balancing purposes. As
a result, the additional memory budget for Build-Index is in
the order of tens of GB, e.g. assuming an 𝐿0 size of 64 MB. In
the Send-Index configuration the excess DRAM may be used
for other purposes, such as RDMA communication buffers
or a larger I/O cache. To show the impact of higher memory
use, we use the configuration Build-Index Reduced 𝐿0 (Build-
IndexRL) which uses the same total memory budget for 𝐿0
as Send-Index, by setting 𝐿0 to 32K KV pairs for all primary
and backup regions.

Compared to Build-IndexRL, Send-Index improves throu-
ghput by 1.2−1.32×, increases CPU efficiency by 1.17−1.53×,

and decreases I/O amplification by 1.95 − 5.48×. Compared
to Build-Index, we observe that the 3× smaller 𝐿0 size of
Build-IndexRL increases I/O amplification proportional to
the number of small KV pairs which results in drop of throu-
ghput and efficiency.

6 Related Work
We group related work in the following categories: (a) dis-
tributed persistent KV stores and (b) efficient RDMA proto-
cols for KV stores.

Distributed persistent LSMKV stores: Acazoo [20] splits
its dataset into shards and keeps replicas for each shard. To
prevent write stalls due to compactions of the large LSM
levels, Acazoo applies the following technique. When a pri-
mary has to execute a heavy compaction task, it changes
one of the backup servers as primary. Then, the previous
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Figure 10. Throughput, efficiency, I/O amplification, and network amplification for three-way replication with different KV
size distributions for (a) Load A and (b) Run A.

primary performs the compaction task while the new pri-
mary serves new requests. Then, on compaction completion,
it reconfigures the system to set the server with the newly
compacted data as primary. DEPART [46] proposes a two-
level log approach in which each backup first appends all of
its KV pairs in a log. Then, periodically it groups KV pairs
in a per primary server log. It does this in order to insert
only the KV pairs of the primary in its LSM index during a
failure and reduce recovery time. Rose [37] is a distributed
key-value store, which replicates data using a log and builds
the replica index by applying write operations in an LSM
tree index. Furthermore, it uses compression to reduce I/O
amplification and increase replication throughput. Contrary
to these systems, Tebis performs the full compaction only at
the primary and ships the index to the backups.

RAMCloud [33] is a scale-out, distributed in-memory KV
store. It supports large-scale datasets by combining the main

memories of thousands of servers. RAMCloud provides dura-
bility and availability using a primary-backup approach for
data replication. A single (primary) copy of each object is
kept in DRAM, and multiple backup copies are kept on per-
sistent storage. RAMCloud achieves high availability by re-
covering data quickly in parallel from hundreds of devices
after a crash.

Efficient RDMA protocols for KV stores: Tailwind [40]
improves the performance of the replication protocol of
RAMCloud by using RDMA writes for data replication. For
control operations, it uses conventional RPCs. The primary
server transfers log records to buffers at the backup server by
using one-sided RDMA writes. Backup servers are entirely
passive; they flush their RDMA buffers to storage periodi-
cally when the primary requests it. Tebis adopts Tailwind’s
replication protocol for its value log but further proposes
index shipping to keep a full index at the backups efficiently.
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Kalia et al. [25] analyze different RDMA operations and
show that one-sided RDMA write operations provide the
best throughput and latency metrics. Tebis uses one-sided
RDMA write operations to build its protocol.
A second parameter is whether the KV store supports

fixed or variable size KVs. For instance, HERD [24], a hash-
based KV store, uses RDMA writes to send requests to the
server, and RDMA send messages to send a reply back to the
client. Send messages require a fixed maximum size for KVs.
Tebis uses only RDMA writes and appropriate buffer man-
agement to support arbitrary KV sizes. HERD uses unreliable
connections for RDMA writes, and an unreliable datagram
connection for RDMA sends. Note that they decide to use
RDMA send messages and unreliable datagram connections
because RDMA write performance does not scale with the
number of outbound connections in their implementation. In
addition, they show that unreliable and reliable connections
provide almost the same performance. Tebis uses reliable
connections to reduce protocol complexity and examines
their relative overhead in persistent KV stores.
Other in-memory KV stores [15, 31, 44] use one-sided

RDMA reads to offload read requests to the clients. Tebis
does not use RDMA reads since lookups in LSM tree-based
systems are complex. Typically, lookups and scan queries
consist of multiple accesses to the devices to fetch data. These
data accesses must also be synchronized with compactions.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we design Tebis, a replicated persistent LSM
KV store that targets fast storage devices and fast RDMA-
based networks. Tebis proposes a Send-Index method to keep
efficiently an up-to-date index at the backups. Instead of per-
forming compactions at the backup servers, the primary in
Tebis sends its pre-built index of 𝐿′𝑖+1 after each level com-
paction of 𝐿𝑖 with 𝐿𝑖+1 to all backups. As a result, backup
regions incur less I/O amplification since they do not read 𝐿𝑖
and 𝐿𝑖+1. In addition they incur less CPU overhead because
they replace in-memory sorting with a lightweight index
rewrite operation.

We find that in all setups where Send-Index has the same
𝐿0 size with Build-Index, Send-Index increases throughput by
1.13− 1.48×, CPU efficiency by up to 1.06− 1.54×, decreases
I/O amplification by 1.13 − 1.81×, and decreases tail latency
by up to 1.5× for Load A and Run A. On the other hand,
it increases server to server network traffic 1.09 − 1.82×.
Overall, we show that Send-Index benefits are analogous to
the percentage of small KVs.
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A Artifact Appendix
We have released Tebis under Apache2.0 License in github
(https://github.com/CARV-ICS-FORTH/tebis), where we con-
tinue the development of our prototype. Furthermore, we
have archived through Zenodo the version of Tebis used in
this work [42]. The repository includes instructions on how
to configure and run Tebis.
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